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Algebraic Theory of Beam-Beam Interaction
In The Thin lens Model

Part I: General Structure of the Problem

1. Introducti on

In this paper we will set up a general model for the study of beam-beam

interactions.

First. we described the ring as made of N generalized interaction points

(or GIP). These GIP's could be single IP or clustered IP's. They are equally

spaced.

Then we assign to the ;th GIP two generalized bunches (or GB) [;i .$1}.

These two GB are colliding at the center of the i t h GIP. The GB can contain

many bunches. This allows for the study of long range effect as well as

clustered Ip1s within the GIP.

11 ill

Finally. we adopt the Eulerian point of view of hydrodynamic. The label
+; +i th +iin _ or ~ denotes the GB's at the i GIP. If. moves toward

-

the right and ~i toward the left. we see that one collision later li is

made of bunches previously at the (i_l)th GIP while ~i originates from the

(i+l)th GIP. (See Fig. 1).

Fig. ,. The ring.
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Previously, the Langragian view point was used. Hence one had to follow the

GB one full turn. Our scheme simplifies greatly the mathematics.

Now, we are ready to proceed. But before we must comment about ;i and

~i. These vectors are 2m - vectors representing the dipole mode of the beam:

•

..

-+. i i i i I i xi I )el = (xO' xO' ... xj , xj , ... , xm- l ' m-l

-+. i ;1
y~

i I i ; I1jJl = (Yo Yo ; ... , Yj ., ..... Ym-l' Y 1) .J m-

(lola)

(Llb)

Furthermore, the are made of canonicallly conjugate pairs:

; Xii] 1[x., =
J j

i y~l] = 1[Yj ,
J

(l . 2a)

(Llb)

..
All other Poisson brackets are zero.

In the next section we will make a global statement about the collision

operator at a given (GIP).

2. The Global Structure of the Collision Operator H.

Suppose a GB 1 collides with ~. The collision can be described as a

..

+

"thin lens" operator acting on 1 and ~

+ +
by a Lie operator H(e, 1jJ).

Let us assume that it is represented

..
-; = exp(: H(t$) : >"~

-+ ~:+:+
t(j = exp( : H( fIl,1Jj ) : )\jJ

where :H:g == [H,g].

Consider the canonical transformation which exchanges; and ;:

1)1 = ,..~

;=,..$

2

(2.1a)

(2.1b)

(2.2a)
(2.2b)
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We will impose that ~ and the collision operator H commute.
_ exp(:H:} ~ = exp(:H:}

<=> exp(:~H:} = exp(:H:)

<=> _H(1. t} = H(1,~)

<=> H(~t 1} = H(1t~) (2.3)

This is just a statement about the identical character of the two GB i and ~.

If we restrict ourself to linear operators' (or quadratic H), we can use (2.3)

to derive the global structure of the matrix describing the collision. SUp-

pose we have:

(2.4a)

(2.4b)

A, B, AI and B1 are 2m-by-2m matrices.

We then apply ~ on (2.4a):

-
.~ = (_exp(:H:)_) _~ = .A~ + _B~

-
<=> exp(:H:)$ = A(~;) + B(~)

.(2.5)

From (2.5) we deduce that A=B' and B=A I
• From this result, we can rewrite

(2.4) as follows:

.....
(2.6a)

(2.6b)

The matrices A and B operate the vectors i and ~. They are 2m-by-2m
+ +

matrices. However e and 6 operate identically on all components of e or ~ ,
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they are 2-by-2 matrices. We will see that A and B contain the local infor-

mation while e and 0 are relevant to the global structure or macro-structure.

In the next section. we look at the full ring and we derive the global

operator for this collision.

3. The Ring Operator or the Macro-Structure. Consider a ring with N (GIP)

labeled from Oto N-l.

The state of a ring before a collision can be described by the vector r

..

~ ~o iO ~N-l 7N-1
l'=(fl.lj.I •••• f/) .ljJ ). (3.1)

If a collision takes places. it is described locally in every (~i. $i) GIP

by (2.6). Therefore. we can write its effect on r as follows:

E = 2N-by-2N identity

(3.2a)

(3.2b)

(3.2C)

..

The matrices E and 6 are composed of N small matrices e and O. Again they

commutes with A and B because they act in different spaces. After the co11i-

sian. we introduce the phase advance R between the GIP:

1 = R 1 = (V E + H 6) r
V :: R A

H = R B

4

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.3c)



Finally. we must move the various GBls to their new GIP. This is done by the

canonical transformation w:

new - -.i = w.i = ~i-l

new -. -«,

~i = w1 ' = *,+1

It is the operator w which contains the Eulerian viewpoint.

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

If we denote

by n the 2N-by-2N matrix representation of w. we can write the matrix T for

one full collision as:

.. new ..
r = T r

T = VO + H0 A

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

If we had followed the G.B. for one turn as it is usually done. we would have

obtained the map TN. Needless to say that TN is a messy object.

What can we conclude from (3.5)1 First we see that powers of T will be

made of linear combinations of the elements of the group G generated by

{Of A}. Hence a study of the irreducible representations of G will simplify

the study of T. Our goal is to find the stability domain of T as collision

parameters are varied. If the study of the irreducible representations reduces

the dimensionality of T, then we made great progress. At this stage we will

announce the result. If ~ labels the ~th representation, we have:

Tt = (V 0 11 + H0 A ) r ,
~ ~ ~ ~

(3.6)

where r has the dimensionality of (l. $) at most. that is 4m. In fact the
11

group G is isomorphic to a group composed of rotations of angle 2~/N in the

plane and the symmetry along the x-y axis represented by 6.

5



In the next section, we look at the operator V and H. We will see if we

can impose some restrictions on V and H which will further reduce the dimen-

s iona1i ty of T.

4. The mi cro-structure of H(;, $ )

We are ready to put a tiny bit of physics in the model. Suppose the label

lip refers to individual bunches in the GB. We will assume that they follow

each other. i coming before i+1 as shown in Figure 2.

•
...... ... ~ ......

+- lJi01Ji1 1Ji2ljJ3ljJ4ljJS

center of the GIP.

Figure 2 Schematic representation of a collision.

-+ -+
Furthermore we define, without any loss of generality. the vector i and ljJ at

..

..

..

-
..

Its matrix representation consists of identical blocks:

the center of the GIP. With this convention. the operator R acts identically

r = 2-by-2 matrix (4.1)

..

..
Finally. we made an incorrect statement which we will justify in part III

on particular examples. We will assume that H is invariant under the operator

defined as follows:

(4.2)



-
In effect we say that the number "m" of bunches in the GB is so large, that

the particles in the middle do not see the beginning nor the end. We also

impose a cyclic condition which glues the first and the final bunch. This is

similar to the Von Karman conditions in a quantized crystal.

Assuming the t-invariance of H, we can use the eigenvectors of t:

(4.3)

-
In this basis the collision operator is block diagonal. Each block is made of

-+ -+
the (~~, ~~) pair. Equation (2.6) can be rewritten as follows:

(4.4)

Basically, we have written the matrices A and B in term of the irreducible

representations of the group Cm = {tCI C = O. m-l}. The group em is

isomorphic to the group formed by 2-dimensional rotation of angle 2~/m.

5. The micro and macro-structure of the problem.

The group structure of the full ring is now simple. It consists of the

ring group G;,: {G.A} and the local GB group Cm' The full ring group is then

G €) Cm•

Combining the results of section III and IV. we can rewrite the map T with

the help of (3.6) and (4.4).

(S.la}

(5.2b)

7



The vector r ~. is at most a four vector. The dimensionality of the
P.~

problem has been greatly reduced.

In the next part of this paper. we examine the irreducible representations

of G and em.

8
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- Part II: The Ri ng Group G® Cm•

I. Introduction

Before looking at actual models. we need to understand the structure of
the operators involved. In part I, we have define two groups relevant to the

problem. The most trivial one is the abelian group C. Its multiplicationm
table is given by:

a.+B mod Em]. (1.1 )

This group has m irreducible one-dimensional representations labeled by A. In

fact the homomorphism fA connecting tCl. to its representation is just:

( a.) (i2'IT)fA t = exp -m- Aa.

One sees the triviality of the group Cm.

(1.2 )

On the other hand G is non-abelian and therefore more complex. The next

sections will be devoted almost entirely to G and the macro-structure of the
operator T.

2. The Group Table of G

We first start with the map w as given by (1.3.4).

~.

(wa.-I)
~. ~ i-Ia.

~' wf/J' wa.-If/Jw = =
.;l> •

= if; '-a.
~.

(wet-I)
~.

a-1 ~·+la lji' lji' \)I''JJ = W = W

What is

(2.1a)

(2.Ib)
~.+

= 1jJ' a

9



Furthermore, since the

G.I.P. ..

= E where E is the group

This is not surprising since

rotate the beam to the next G.I.P.

Clearly~ the operation wa wB is just wa +a

index Hi H is defined modulo N, we must have wN

identity. As expected w alone generates eN'
the purpose of w as defined by (I.3.4) is to

Since a full turn corresponds to IIN II G.I.P., we must come back to the original

As we know G is more complex then CN because of operator 8 •

.,... .,...
The effect of 8 is to exchange ~' and ~':

.,... .,...
tJ. I./J' := 0' (2.2a)

(2.2b) ..
We notice that tJ. is involutive:

We will show that the other elements in the group G are all amenable to
the form AWn. We notice that w-nA is the inverse of Aw a:

tJ.2 := E

2
tJ. = E

(2.3)

(2.4)

..

..
Now, we will show that tJ.w

a is w-atJ.. In other words tJ.w
Cl is also an

involution. Using the definition of tJ. and w we have: ..
(2.5)

...

If we apply tJ.w
a twice, we deduce from (2.5):

...
l1w

Cl
tJ.w

Cl

.,... ~. .,.. .
(,6' .,.. tji '-a .,.. r/J' (.6.W a )2 E=> =
.,...

""'+
.,.. .

tji' .,.. r/J' a .,.. I./J'

(2.6)

10 ..



Combining (2.6) and (2.4), we see how one can simplify a product of ~IS

and w's:

B A a • a-Bw ..w ;::; uW

Finally we can display the full group:

(2.7)

-.

G ;::; Ix \ x
a a

0, N-l I (2.8);= W X ;= tJ.w ; a ::::

The order of the group is 2N. In the next section, we derive the classes

of equivalence of G.

3. The Classes of G

Consider the following equivalence relation of the group:

-1
x P y <=> 3ae:G; a x a "" y •

First we look at wB:

2 -13
:::: tJ. w

-13
::: W

Secondly, we look at the class of ~wB.

a a -a a-2aw Aw w· ;= Aw

AwaAwBAw a = Aw-B+?a

::::> AwB P Aw B-2a P AW-a+2a •

(3.1 )

(3.2)

(3 . 3a)

(3.3b)

Using the results of (3.2) and (3.3), we distinguish two cases, N odd and
N even.

11



N odd: {N+3)/2 classes.

G :: t EJ U { towa; a

N even: (N+6)/2 classes.

:: 0 ~ N-1} u t wB. w-8 }

8=1 ~ N21
(3.4)

..

..
G :: j E} U t tow

2
a; a = O. ~ - I} U ttow

2
a +

1; a = O. ~ - I} u j (U
B ~ w-8 }

N-2.
B=l, -2- ..

(3.5)

The number of classes is equal to the number of irreducible representations.

In the next section~ we will give the irreducible representations. ..
4. The Irreducible Representations of G

In the next tables, we 1is t the representations for the two cases. ..
N odd E w /). Mu 1tip1i city Total

Dimensional t ty

..
O-Mode 1 1 1 1 1

rr-Mode 1 1 -1 1 1~

~-Mode ElJ=e rllJ tolJ=~ 2 2x2 x (N-l)
-2-

sin

cos

12

N-l
j.J = 1~ -2-
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N Even E w Mu It i P1ic ity Tota 1
Dimens iona1ity

O-Mode 1 1 1 1 1

'if-Mode 1 1 -1 1 1

O--Mode 1 -1 1 1 1

'if--Mode 1 -1 -1 1 1

-- 1J-Mode E).l==e Q 2 2x2 (N-2 )
~).l==o x-u 2

IJ == 1 N-2
, 2

The table shows the multiplicity of every representation in the original

2N - representation. Indeed the total dimensionality adds up to 2N. As ad

vertized in section (1.3), the matrices Q and & are two dimensional at
I-l Il

most.

For completeness. we list some famous relations of group theory. With

these, the reader can check the table of irreducible representations. If
. XV(x) is the character (Trace) of x in the v

t h irreducible representation,
then the following formulae are true:

(4.1)

9 == order of G == 2N.

(4.2)

X(x) = Trace of x in the original 2N by 2N representation.

Finally. we notice that our original representation is the so-called regular
representation. It obeys the following relations:

X(x) ==
o for x -1= E

9 == 2N for x E.

13
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With (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), the reader can now check the tables. In the next
section, we rederive these group theoretical results with the help of discrete
Fourier transform.

5. The Transform Method

With this method, we must write the map T in component form. Using (1.2.6)
and (1.3.3) we get:

..

..

?o ~ ~ ?o ~0 ~ N 1 ~N 1
f=(VE+HlI)r f=(t/l°,\}J ••••••• ,¢ - \}J-)

~. ~. ~.

1J!' = H ¢' + V \}J'

and, finally, with the help of (1.3.4) and (1.3.5):

(5.la)

(5.1b)

(5.lc)

-
..

~. ~.

V ¢J' + H 1/1' (S.2a)

~. 1ifil- new (5.2b)

(5.3)

Equation (5.2) is the equivalent of (1.3.5). To solve it we define a cosine

sine transform as follows:

1 N-I I 2· 2 . 1~.¢\l = _ I: cos (~) + sin (N'lT\l') ¢'
IN i=O N

Notice that this transformation is invertible:

..

We can derive one useful relation:

cos (2'lT\l~) ¢J~ _ sin (2~\la) ¢-\l
~ N N

14
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~ is obviously a modulo N number.

The transform Kernel ~(x) is defined so that our transformation is real.
It will provide an easy connection to the group theory derivation of the pre

vious section.

We proceed by transforming equation (5.2):

c ¢ ~ S ¢ -~ = V ¢~ + H ~u (5.5a)

(5.Sb)

We have change the superscript HNew" by a bar for convenience. Notice that ~ .
and -~ are coupled. Therefore we must rewrite (S.a,b) with the opposite sign:

(5.5c)

(5.Sd)

By suitable adding and substracting, we can decouple (5.5) in two pairs. Con

sider the vectors (o±. y±) defined to be

(5.6a)

(5.6b)

In this basis, (5.5) becomes:

(5.7)

15



This equation can be made to look like (1.3.6) by a simple rotation:

(5.8)

Then, equation (5.7) takes the form:

•

..

..

.;.

v~ =, = 1,2 , (5.9)

..
Connection can be made with the group theoretical treatment. For

~ ~ 0 j N/2, we have two ~-modes as shown in the table of section 4. For

~ = 0, cr~ and Y~ are identical. Inserting these in equation (5.7), we re
gain the one dimensional 0 and ~ modes. Furthermore, if N is even, we ob
tain two additional one-dimensional modes, namely 0- and ~-. These occur at

]..l = Nj2.

The "Transform" method gave us an explicit form for the modes. The group
G provided us with an understanding of the macro-structure of our problem. In

Part III of this paper we will look at the micro-structure of some collisions.

We will discover why the assumptions of section (I.4) are not too unrealistic.

For some special collisions we will derive the operators VA and H
A

of
equation (5.1).

16
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Part III. Examples of the beam-beam interactions.

1. Introduction

In the last part of this paper we will display some analytical

computations and the corresponding computer simulations. In section 2, we

review the assumption used to set up the dipole approximation of the beam-beam

problem. In section 3, we derive the operator :H: of section (1.2). In

section 4 we derive the stability curve in the absence of long-range

interaction. In sections 5 and 6 we introduce two models for the phase

advance between the long-range collisions.

Finally, we conclude with a comparison of the analytic prediction and the

corresponding simulation.

2. A short review of the physical origin of the model

We consider here the dipole motion of the bunches in one dimension only.

Each bunch is described by its transverse coordinate x and slope Xl. The

bunches are evenly spaced and populate the beams uniformly. Both beams are

identical. All the IRis are also identical, as are the arcs between them.

Thus the configuration of the machine is described by the number of IRis,

the number of bunches within an IR and the number of bunches within an IR and

the number of bunches within an arc.

Nb = N(m. + m )
1 a

The number of bunches per beam is

(2.1 )

where N is the number of IRis, m. is the maximum number of bunches that can
1

fit simultaneously within an IR and rna ;s the number of bunches that can fit

simultaneously within an arc.

17



The bunches interact only within the IRis. A given bunch interacts every

time it moves a distance L/2 where L is the interbunch distance. Within an IR

bunches drift between collisions. In the arcs. bunches are transported by a

phase advance matrix from the end of an IR to the beginning of the next.

There is one "head-on" collision at the center of the IR plus several

t1long-range" interactions on the sides. We assume these interactions to be

Consider two opposing bunches whose coordinates. meas~red relative to

their respective design trajectories. are (x. Xl) and (y. y'). They collide

at a point where the distance between the design trajectories is d. The

slopes change according to XI~X' + ~x· and y'~ y' - ~Xl where

~XI ~ t[E(d+6X. ~) -E(d.a)]

..

..

..

...

•

(we assume a Gaussian charge distribution of size a). The parameter f is

Ax :::: X - 'J

2i x2
[(x.a) = ---[l-exp(----)]

x 2i

related to the bunch characteristics by

1 Nr0
f ==-2

y~

(2.2)

(2.3)

..

..

..
where N ;s the number of particles per bunch. ra is the classical radius of

the particle and y ;s the usual relativistic factor.

For the purposes of our study, we linearize the kicks about ax~O. This

requires the reasonable assumptions d»!8XI for the long-range kicks and

lax f«~ for the head-on kick. A straightforward expression gives

(head-on)

18
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6X ' ( long-range)

2P =-2(0*/0.)

The distance from the interaction point is denoted by lI S " . The quantity 0* is

the width of the beam at the interaction point.

In our simulation we used the parameter of the design study of the sse.

P =·0.039 for 0. = 50 ~rad

P =-0.984 for 0. = 10 prado

The interbunch spacing was set at 15 meters.

3. The micro-collision operator H

(2.5)

Suppose the ring as N interaction sites and each beam has mN bunches. The

picture we have in mind is the one of section (1.4). Let us assume for the

moment that there is no long range interaction.

I. P.

. ....,
¢.,

-~

'f~-l

Notice that all the ;j and $j are expressed at the I.P. (Center of what we

call a GIP).

19
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In this case the lie operator for one co11;s;on between two G.B. is:

(3.1a) ..
m-1 2
I (X

J
. -Y

J
. ) :)

j=O
(3.1b)

In (3.1a). we expressed Mas product of successive collisions. However, since

° m-l 2
H =; I (x.-y.) =

j=O . J ~

m-1
I H.

j=O J
(3.1c)

..
the exponents commute we can join them. As a result M is exactly given by

(3.1b). Notice that HO ;s translational1y invariant:

o m-1 2
tH = ~ I (txJ.-tyi)j=O

..
m-l 2

~ I (x j+1 - YJ·+l)
j=O

(3.2)

Now, let us put one long range interaction at a distance L/2:

..®

The collision~can be described by the operator Hi defined as follows.

However, the collisionQ[)happens between phase advanced quantities. Let

us call 01 the operator which advances the bunch to the I.P. similarly, ..

20 ..



(3.4)

--

Pl' takes the bunch away from the I.P .. In terms of these operators. B is

described by the operator Hi i +l .

Hi i +l = ~I I(P1Xi-~11Yi~l)2 + (P1 Yi

In terms of Hi and Hi i +l• the map Mfor a collision is given by:

M= exp(:Ho:)exp(:H01:)exp(:H1:) ... exp(:Hm_l:).

Here. we introduce our first approximation. We decide to join all the

exponents. Within a G.B .• we neglect products of ~ and £1.

(3.5)

m-l m-l
M= exp(: I H. + I H.. +l : ) (3.6)

j=O J j==O JJ

Furthermore. we added Hm-l 0 to (3.6). This is similar to the Von

Karman boundary condition of cristallography where end effects are neglected.

Finally we can write:

m-l m-l
H' == I Hj + I Hj j + £ +... Order 2.

j=O j=O

Clearly. if we include J long range collisions. equatl0n (3.7) can be

generalized:

m-l J m-l
H

J
= I H I H

J
.=O j + I ..

9,=1 j=O JJ+ 9,

By construction our collision operator H is invariant under the

(3.7)

(3.Sa)

(3.Sb)

group Cm. Hence. even if a and P are complicated operators the T operator
Q, Q,

will fully decompose following equation (1.5.1).

In the next section. we study the simplest operator. HO. In this case

where we neglect all long range interactions.

21



4. The stability curves for an HO ring.

Without any long range interactions, the collision is controlled by HO.

In fact, Mas given by (3.lb) is a kick:
..

Xj = xj ..
-

[HO,x! = x! + x!] = x! + €(x.-y.) (4.1 )
J J J J J J

Notice that the operation is block diagonal in the variables (x j , X I j , Yj,y'j)' ..
Following (1.4.4), we can write immediately a. and bj .

J

a. =( ~) bj =~ :) (4.2)
J € -~ ..

Notice that a j and bj are not functions of j. The problem is highly

degenerate as we might have expected. This result is substituted in equation

(1.5.1): ..
T = ra 0 + rb n A

lJ lJ lJ

(

COS( 211'1.1)

r:= -sin(211'11)

Sin(2'11'V») (CV
CoS(~1I'v) := -Su

s1
cv}

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

The matrix T is a 4-by-4 symplectic matrix. Its characteristic
\.l

polynomial will give us the tune of the matrix T. Denoting by P(~) the
l.I

polynomial Oet(T-~I). we compute the following quantities:

a = pel) + P(-l)
II

B = pel) - P(-l)
l!

The tune a of T can computed from (4.4) using the formula:
lJ l!

22
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The stability limit is reached at cos9 = ±l. Substitution of this limit in
1!

(4.5) leads to:

± B + a = 0 •
1! 1!

In the case of HO, we compute a
O and BO:
1! 1!

(4.6)

(4.7a)

(4.7b)

21flJ
C1! = cos ( )N

S1! = Sin(2~H) (4.7c)

Solving for 1;= £/411', one gets:

1 (cv + CH)

- 411' Sv (4.8)

-

If the parameter i; ± takes values greater than what is permitted by (4.8), the

T matrix is unstable. The superposition of s(v) for all the values of 11
11

will determine the stability curve.

We found perfect agreement between the simulation and the result of

(4.8). This is expected since no approximations were made in computing the

collision map HO.

In the next section, we look at a class of HJ·s which is solvable in

terms of a simple quadratic in i;.
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..
5. A simple model for HJ, the telescopic approximation.

As we have seen the strength parameter c[~] goes down as the second

power of the distance from the I.P. In fact. we can write c[~] in terms of
..

the main collision parameter c:

(5.1) •

L = interbunch spacing

The correct expression for H
j j

+£ is given by (3.8b). We can simulate the

effect of the transport maps p£ and o£ by a modification of the parameter

[£]
c

..

..

..

(5.2)

[£]
= _E:_

2

(5.3)

Here we assume that the collisions at s = ~L/2 are of the same nature as the

main collisions. The only effect of the operators p£ and 0;1 is to magnify

the rays.

In fact. equation (5.2) is exact if p~ and 0;' are given by the matrix

representation:

.(fi-1
P£ = o£ = 0

In a real case. p and ,,-1 are closer to drifts than the telescopic map
~ s.

..

..

..
(5.3) .

..
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Let us proceed with the computation of the matrices ah and bA. Notice

that HJ will be a kick operator:

Xj = Xj + [H
J

• xjl (5.4b)

J
= x ~ + c( x

J
' - y.) + I £ [ zl B 12x. - y. - y. t .

J J £=1 £ J J+Q, J- Q,~

Equation (5.4b) can be partially decoupled by a canonical complex Fourier

transform:

m-1
I

j=O
(5.5a)

1
Xl = -
-h {iii

m-l
~ (. 21f .)
I- exp -'ii1hJ

j=O
Xl

j (5.5b)

Using (5.5), we can rewrite (5.4):

(5.6a)

J 2 139.,
I cos( ;h£) 2'

£=1 £

(5.6a)

d = q(O)
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..
Notice that A and -A are coupled. This can be removed by a canonical

transformation of the type presented in (11.5.6): ...

+1

X- = (x' ± Xl )/ ~
A -A --A

+ +
In terms of x~ and y~, equation (5.6) takes its final form:

(S.7a)

(5.7b) ..

(S.8a)

~l +1 + +
~k = ~k + c(l+d) !k - c(l+q(A» II

where ~O and aO are the HO results of equation (4.7).
lJ lJ

(5.8b)

(5.9)

( 5. 1Oa)

(5. lOb)

..

..

..

...

Finally, we must solve the stability equation: ...

26
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Remarkably, the solutions of (5.11) are expressible in terms of ~± of line

(4.8):

~1 = (2+d~q(),,) ) ~±
±

~2 = 2
~±(d-Q(),,»

±

(5. 12a)

(5.12b)

Equation (5.12) gives us a qualitative answer to the long range problem. In

the cases we have examined, the coefficient p of (5.1) is negative. This

implies that d and q are negative. Furthermore, ·we see from (5.fia) that q has

a minimum at A=O:

q. = q(O) = d
mm

Obviously, there exists an absolute maximum located at some value Amax :

qmax = q(A.max) s [d I

(5.13a)

(5.12d)

1Examining (5.12), we conclude that ~± is a small perturbation on ~±

provided that d ;s less than 2. More precisely d+qrnax must be less than 2.

On the other hand ~~ is non-analytic in the long range parameters.

Schematically, the effect of these modes is shown on the following figure:

~l
I

I
I
,

27
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One purpose of this exercise is to study the effect of the crossing angle at

the I.P. In this model an increase of the crossing angle amounts to a more

negative p. To study this effect, we define the two Quantities ~ and 0:

..

Qmax = I'ld

Po = &p

Qo = oq

do = cSd

(5.15)
•

..
We need to study the behavior of ~l and ~2 under. an increase of

0(0:£0:£00). Obviously the original mode disappears if 2Hd+l1cSd vanishes: ..
-2

°transition = (l+l1)d

At that particular value of 0, s2 has the value:

In addition ~1 evaluated af q=d has the same value:

(5.16)

(5.17a)

(5.17b)

..

..
At the transition given by (5.16), the stability diagram looks as follows:

I;'"

(5.18)

..

..

...
))
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If 0 is larger than -2/(1+n)d. the stability curve is given by ;1
b

evaluated at q=d.

o > 0t ..ransltlon (5.19)

6. Study of the HJ with approximate drifts for p£ and ~£'

In the this section, we will derive an approximation for HJ which

retains the drift nature of p and ~. We start with H.. • more precisely
2, 2, JJ+2,

we will expand the first term in (3.8b):

In equation (6.1) we kept the highest order in· L. At the interaction point x,

Xl. y, yl are nearly equal since B* is one. Therefore the terms we neglected

in (6.1) are £L/2 smaller than the main contribution. This number is at

least 7.5 if L=15m as in our simulations.

JWith this approximation. H becomes:

HJ = HO + ep 1,iM'I[(X~ + y~ '1,)2 + (y~ + x' £)2]\ (6.2)
- '/.,=\ J J+ J J+:2 •

j~O

Unfortunately, exp(:HJ : ) is not a kick! But since we are working to order

£, we can rewrite exp(:HJ
: ) as product of two kicks:

M = eXP(:HO:)exp{:~ j i""(~~ + y~ )2 + (y! + x ! )2 t.) = MOM
J

. (6.3)
-2 t.£ =1 J. J + £ J J + Q, . \ •

J=o
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•

The matrix representation of MO and M
J

can be blocked diagonalized using

the transformations (5.5) and (5.7). The matrix for MO is already known and

is unchanged by (5.5) and (5.1):
...

(6.4)

~) . -
The effect of MJ can be computed following the steps between (5.4) and

(5.9). The result is:

(
a~

M =>
J J

" b
)"

J
q=2p leDs (211" '\9-)

9-=1 m
(6.5)

...

...

Finally, we can construct" the matrix for Mas the product of (6.5) by (6.4).

(lie operators are in the opposite order from their matrix representations.
...

...

(6.6)

This detail is irrelevant since MO and M
J

commute to order £.

Furthermore, the characteristic polynomial of MO MJ is identical to the

polynomial of MJMO')

-. b)"
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(&.1b)

Using a~ and b~. we can again derive ~~ and B~:

~~ = ~O _ 8c~svd£ + 8 C~Cu(d-q)£2
~ ~

l.. 0 ~ 2 222 2B = 6 + 8cvsvd£ + 4sv (d-q) + 2sv (d -q ) + 8 cpq
~ 1.1

- 8cu2dl£2 + 4 cusv(q2_d2)£3

A fancy cubi~ equation for £ can be written using (6.1) and the stability

condition (4.&):

8(Cu+C~)2 + 8(1+d)(cu+cl.l)su£

(&.7a)

+ \± 8 cpc.(d-q) + 4 s.2(d-q) + 2S.2(d2_q2) + 8Cp2q - 8 C.2dl ,2

2 2 3+ 4cusv(Q -d ) £ = 0 (&.8)

Equation (&.8) is more complex than equations (5.11). To understand it. we

will look at the limit of small long range effects. Neglecting all terms

which are second order in d or q. we find the following result:

1 a
t;~ t;~~± = ra t;± = rb

i-e + {(d--q)(2S.2±4 cue e) + 4 2
- 4 c.2d } -'- +ra = Cl.l q 24sv

31
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1
rb = r

a
+ d - 1 + ...

Again, we see that ra and rb will reach extrema when q(~) reaches an

extremum. Analyzing ra around the point c~ ~ Cv = 0, we get the result:

(b.ge)

•

..

r = r (q=q i =d)=la a m n (6.10a)

1 < .5- < vN- -

0 < < .5 1
v --- - N

(b. 1Db)

(&.1 Dc)

(b. 1Od)

..

•
The results of (6.10) are exact even if full cubic is considered. Notice that

some branches have a ratio r which is tune dependent. This we will see.a

agrees with the simulation. In fact, the solution of the full cubic, which is

analytically possible, will agree very well with the simulation.

Now, we examine the other limit, namely large d and q. Mathematically,

the equation for £ becomes:

..

- 2 - 22228(cv+cp) + 8d(cv+cp)su£ + 2sv (d -q)£ = 0

Equation (6.11) admits two solutions:

~1 __1_ t;
± - d+q ±

or.

The curve which limits the stability is given by (6.12a) at q=d:

E;1 == 1 E;
± d b

32
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(6.13)
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The result agrees with (5.19) in the limit of large d.

The initial ~a branch disappears everywhere except between V~O and

u=l/N. As we know the exact solution of the cubic leads to ra=l.

The next figure gives a typical large d stability diagram for a six I.P.

ring (N=6).

~ ~
~

I'

~
/1 ~

(6.14)

This concludes the analytical treatment of the problem. In the next

section, we compare its prediction with the actual simulations.

7~ The comparison of the simulations and the analytical results.

The results we will present correspond to two values of the angle between

the beams. We ran the 50 prad and the 10 prad separation.

In all our simulations, we didn't have any gaps between the trains of

particles. The interbunch distance was always 15 meters. Of course, due to

computer limitation. we restricted ourselves to a finite number of particles.

As a result the machines we modeled were between 0.5 and 3km in

circumference. On the other hand, in the analytic computations. we did assume

that the function q(~) is continuous. This amounts to an infinite number of

bunches and therefore a machine of infinite size~

As the reader will see, the stability curve was fairly insensitive to the

number of bunches. In fact, 36 bunches were infinite enough~
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The following table gives the parameters of each figure.

Figure J Mi=J+l M=ma+m; N angle(lJ rad)

1 2 3 6 I) 50
2 2 3 6 6 10
3 4 5 6 6 50
4 4 5 6 6 10
5 12 13 33 6 50
6 Plot of q(~)/d for J = 2, 4, 12.

Each figure displays the simulation result and the curves computed from the

drift model of section 5.

We see that the agreement improves as J increases. This is not surprising

since the approximation of line (6.1) improves with the distance from the I.P.

Suppose we write d(~) as follows:

..

..

...

..

..
d(~) = & d(50lJrad)

~

We now compute the quantity n of (5.15) using the plots of q(~) given in

Fig. 6. Using this value we can compute &transition in the telescopic

approximation.

(7.1)

...

The (J = 2; ~ = 10 lJrad) case is just under the transition value COlO =

25 instead of 29). The (J = 4, 12; ~ = 10 lJrad) are both above transition .

. These qualitative results agree witn the simulation.

J = 2, 4, 12

0transition = 29,
According to (7.2),

1, 3, and 5).

10, 3

a11 the 50

-0.56, -0.38, -0.27

010 = 25, 050 = 1
lJrad cases are under the transition.

(7.2)
(Figures

..

..
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8. Conclusion

We found very good agreement between the simulations and the analytical

computations. The entire apparatus of group theory can be used to study the

higher modes of oscillations. It is our belief that the theory and the

approximations used in this paper will be useful in the context of the Vlasov

equation.

In fact. the Vlasov equation can be cast in a map formalism identical to

the one used here.
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